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Abstract
tie IqKmor3&e ~~s~~~~t
rtf w4mm ~~r-~~~~~~ w&bt&c!L3 detectcrrat LIP at an i3verage~~~~e-of~rnass
energy of 172. I3 CeX In a data sample co~~spondin~ to a total luminosity of 10.25 pb-’ we select f 10 four-fe~i~n
events
with pairs of hadronic jets or leptons with high invariant masses. Branching fractions of W decays into different fermianantifermion pairs are determined with and without the assumption of charged-current iepton universality. The branching
fraction for hadroni~ W decays is measured to be: B(W --+ had~ns) = 64.2L’j$ (stat.) f 0.5 (syst.) %. Combining all
final states the totai cross section for W-pair production is measured to be: o”ww= 12.27f_‘& (stat.) f 0.23 (syst.) pb. The
results are in good agreement with the Standard Model. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V,

In the second half of the I996 data taking period, the
e’e- collider LEP at CERN was operated at centreof-mass energies, 4, above the kinematic threshold
of W-pair production, e+e- -+ W+W-, which was
investigate earlier at LEP [ 1,2]. Cornpad to the situation at thres#otd the higher ~n~~-~f~rn~s energy
implies an increased cross section for the W-pair signal and a reduced cross section for the fermion-pair
background, thus improving the simian-to”b~kground
ratio by a factor of four.
To lowest order within the Study
Mod& f3],
three Feynman diagrams cont~bute to W-pair production, the s-channel y and Zbosun exchange and the tcharmef at, exchange, referred to as CC03 [4-63. The
higher centre-of-mass energy increases the importance
of the s-channel diagrams. The W boson decays into a
quark-a&quark pair, far example W- --+ ad or Es, or
I Supported by the German ~un~srnin~ste~um fl.lrBifdung, Wissenschafk, Wrschung uttd Technofogie.
2 ~nppo~d by the Hungarian UTKA fund under contra@ numbers TM459 and EM01 1.
3 Supported also by the ~omisi~n ~n~~jniste~~ de Ciencia p
Technologia.
’ Also supported by CONICET and Universidad National de La
Rata, CC 67. 1900 La P&a, Argentina.
5 Also supported by Paujab Univ~i~, ~ha~~g~b”l6~~4* India.
h Sup~r%ed by the National Natural Science Foundation of China.

a ~epton-anti~epto~pair, W- --+ t’-@ (e = e, p, T); in
the following denoted as 44, & or ff in general for
both W” trnd W- decays. In this letter, separate measu~m~~t~ of all four-fe~~ou final states mediated by
W-pair praduction are reported:
(i) e+e- --+ qqev(y)
(ii) e+e- --+ qq~~~~~
(iii) e+e- -+ qq~vfy)
(iv) e+e- --+&&(~)
(v) e+e- -+ q4Mr)l
where (7) indicates the possible presence of radiative
photons, Additional contributjo~s to the production
of these four-felon
final states arising from other
neural-c~ent
(NC) or eh~~~~u~ent
(CC) Feynman diagrams are small. At the current ievei of statistical ~cura~ the interferers et%cts need to be taken
into account only for efe- -+ qqev(y) (CCZO) and
e+e- -t &v&(y) (CC56+NC56) [4-61.
During the run the L3 detector collected integrated
luminosities of 1.00 pb-’ and 9.25 pb-’ at fi =
170.31 f 0.06 GeV and fi = 172.32 rt 0.06 GeV,
respectively [7]. For the results presented here these
two data samples are combined using a luminosity weighty mean centre-of-maSs energy of ~5 =
172.13 i 0.06 GeV. The cross section is measured
for each of the five signal processes, Combining these
measurements the W-decay branching fractions and
the total W-pair production cross section are determined.
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2. Analysis of four-fermion

production

The L3 detector is described in detail in Refs. [ 81
and [9]. The selections of the five four-fermion
final states are similar to the ones used at fi =
161 GeV [ 1] . Charged leptons are explicitly identified
using their characteristic signature. Hadronic jets are
r~ons~uct~
using the Durham jet algorithm [ 101
and adding four-momenta during the combination process. The momentum of the neutrino in qqlv events
is identified with the missing momentum vector.
Selection efficiencies and background contaminations of all processes are determined by Monte Carlo
simulations. The following Monte Carlo event generators are used to simulate the various signal and background reactions: KORALW [ 111 and HERWIG [ 121
[ 131
EXCALIBUR
(e+e- --+ WW -+ ffff(y));
PYTHIA [ 14] (e+e--+
(e+e- --+ ffff(y));
q& 7) , ‘ZZ( y), hadronic two-photon coflisions) ; KORALZ [15] (e+e- --f p+,~-(y),
r?-(y)); BHAGENE3 [ 161 (e+e- + e+e- ( y) ) . The response of
the L3 detector is modelled with the GEANT [ 171 detector simulation program which includes the effects
of energy loss, multiple scattering and showering in
the detector materials and in the beam pipe.
Systematic errors on the cross-section measurements are in all cases small compared to the statistical
error. The me~urement of the total lu~nosity, C, follows the procedure described in Refs. [ IS] and [ 191.
The total error on the luminosity measurement is
estimated to be 0.6% [ 191.
The results on cross sections and W-decay branching fractions are determined in a combined fit as discussed in Section 3. They are compared to the predictions of the Standard Model calculated for a mass
of the W boson of mw = 80.33 GeV [20] using the
GENTLE [Zl] program.

imuthal angle, ]A4], for associating a track in the central tracking chamber to the calorimetric energy deposition. Depending on Icos @,I, the IA41 window is
enlarged from 10 mrad up to 42 mrad to account for
geometrical and resolution effects.
After having removed the calorimetric energy
depositions associated with the identified electron,
the rem~ning calorimetric clusters are grouped into
two jets. To reject electrons from decays of hadrons
the separation angle between the electron and both
hadronic jets must be larger than ten degrees. The invariant masses of the electron-neutrino system, M,,,
and the jet-jet system, M,,, are required to be larger
than 55 GeV and 45 GeV, respectively.
The distributions of the polar angle of the neutrino
and of the invariant mass of the electron-neutrino system are shown in Fig. 1, comparing Monte Carlo to
data.
A total of 19 events are selected in the data. The selection efficiencies and the background contributions
are listed in Table 1. The signal efficiency and cross
section is determined within the following phase-space
cuts: E,, E, > 20 GeV; ) cos &I, 1 cos 0, I < 0.95;
Me,,, Mqq > 45 GeV.
Systematic errors in the electron identification are
derived from a comparison of data versus Monte
Carlo using e+e- -+ e+e- (y) events collected at
fi = 91 GeV and radiative e+e- -+ qg(y) events
as control samples. Systematic errors on efficiencies
and accepted background cross sections are derived
by comparing different Monte Carlo event generators
and Monte Carlo samples simulated with different W
masses and detector energy scales. A total systematic
error of 3% on the measured cross section is obtained.
2.2. e+e- --+ qqpv(y)
The

2.1. e+e- -+ qqev(~)
There are severa changes in the event selection for
the process e+e- --f qqev( y) at fi = 172 GeV relative to that at fi = 16 1 GeV [ 11. The neutrino energy
must be larger than 20 GeV and the range of accepted
polar angles of electron and neutrino, 0, and &,, is extended to 1cos BeI, ) cos O,I < 0.95. The electron identification in the forward-backward region, / cos f3,[ >
0.75, is improved by widening the window in az-

423

event selection for the process e+e- +
qq,uv(y)
is adapted to the higher centre-of-mass energy. The selection is improved by including muons
identified by their minimum-ionising-particle (MIP)
signature in the calorimeters. If two muons are reconstructed the invariant mass of the two-muon system
must be smaller than 30 GeV. After having removed
the calorimetric energy depositions associated with
the identified muon, the remaining calorimetric clusters are grouped into two jets.
Muons identified in the muon spectrometer must

424
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Table 1
Selection efficiencies, accepted background cross sections from non-W processes, and total systematic uncertainties for signalprocesses
e+e- --+ qqeV(y),
e+e-+
qqp(y),
efe--t qqm(y),
e4e-+
&PV(y)
and e+e- --+ qqqq(y).
For the qqev (M!V)
signal, the
signal efficiency is derived from a CC20 (CC?&-NC56) Monte Carlo sample and is given within phase-space cuts, see Section 2.1 (2.4).
For the qqqq signal, the numbers are quoted for a neural-network output larger than 0.72. The total systematic uncertainties are relative
to the cross sections listed in Table 2.
Selection of
Process

e+e-

+

e+ee+ee+ee+e-

- 4QP”(Y)
+ qqw(y)
--) .&?v(y)
+ 4449(y)

qqeV(y)

Efficiencies [%J for
q4cv

49P

44TV

79.3
0.11
5.62

0.16
74.1
6.89

3.50
46.6

PI&

0.04

1.74
0.14
84.1

2.14

have a momentum larger than 15 GeV. Their angular
separation to both hadronic jets must be at least ten
degrees to reject muons arising from the decays of
hadrons. The muon-neutrino invariant mass must be
larger than 55 GeV, and the jet-jet inv~i~t mass must
be larger than 30 GeV and smaller than 120 GeV.
Muons are also identified as a track in the central
tracking chamber with momentum larger than 10 GeV
associated with energy depositions in the calorimeters
compatible with those of a MIP Muons identified as
MIPS in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters must have an angular separation of at least 15
degrees to both hadronic jets while muons identified
in the electromagnetic calorimeter only must have at
least 20 degrees angular separation. For MIP muons
the muon-neu~no invariant mass must be larger than
20 GeV, and the jet-jet invariant mass must be larger
than 40 GeV and smaller than 110 GeV. The inclusion of MIP-based muon identification increases the
selection efficiency by 10%.
The distributions of the polar angle of the neutrino
and of the invariant mass of the muon-neutrino system
are shown in Fig. 2.
A total of nine events are selected in the data, eight
events with a muon reconstructed in the muon spectrometer and one event with a muon identified by its
MIP signature. The selection efficiencies and the background contributions are listed in Table 1.
Systematic errors in the muon and MIP identification are derived from a comparison of data versus
Monte Carlo using e+e- -+ p+,u-(y) and e+e- +
qq(y)
events collected at fi = 91 GeV as a control
sample. Systematic errors on efficiencies and accepted

Systematic
Error [%I

0.063
0.037
0.207
0.033
1.23

3
3
5
4
3

4444

45.1
0.08

Background
Ipbl

background cross sections are evaluated as described
at the end of Section 2.1. A total systematic error of
3% on the measured cross section is obtained.
2.3. e’e-

-+

qqw(y)

Events must have more than 15 calorimetric clusters
in order to reject low-multiplicity leptonic final states.
Signal events contain at least two neutrinos, resulting
in missing momentum and reduced visible energy. In
order to reject q@ y> and qqqq( y> events the missing momentum must be larger than 10 GeV, while the
difference between the visible energy and the missing momentum must be less than 130 GeV. Requiring
the longitudinal energy imbalance to be smaller than
40 GeV and the transverse energy imbalance to be
larger than 5 GeV suppresses qq( 7) events with hard
initial-state radiation.
In events with the r decaying into an electron or
muon, the energy of that lepton must be larger than
5 GeV and the sum of the electron (muon) energy and
the magnitude of the missing momentum must be less
than 70 GeV (65 GeV) .
If no electrons or muons are found, jets are reconstructed based on clustering inside a cone of 15
degrees half-opening angle [22]. At least three jets
with an energy larger than 10 GeV are required. The
hadronically decaying T is identified among the three
jets of highest energy as the one which satisfies the
largest number of the following r~uirements for being r-like: the number of tracks associated to the jet
is between one and three, the number of calorimetric clusters associated to the jet is less than five, the
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Fig. 1. Distributions of variables used for the selection of
ete- -+ qqev(y) events, comparingthe signal and background
Monte CarIo to the data. The position of the selection cuts are indicated by vertical mows. All selection cuts except in the variable
piotted are applied. (a) The polar angle of the neutrino. 1cos&),
fb) The invariant mass of the elec~n-~eu~no system, M&..

half-opening angle of the jet is less than eight degrees, the electromagnetic energy of the jet is greater
than 25 GeV, and the visible mass of the jet is less
than 2 GeV. The efficiency of this T jet identification
for hadronic T decays is 80%. In order to reduce the
background from efe- -+ qqev(y) events where the
electron is not iden~~~, events with the T jet having
more than 30 GeV of energy deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter and fess than 5 GeV in the
hadronic calorimeter are rejected. The background of
efe- -+ qqp( 7) events where the muon is not identified in the muon chambers is reduced by rejecting
events where the T jet is compatible with a MU?

Fig. 2. Distributions of vtiables used for the selection of
e+e- -+ qqp(r) events. (a) The polar angle of the neutrino,
jco~@~yI.(bf The invariant mass of the mnon-ueu~no system,
M_w

After having removed the tracks and caIorimctric
energy depositions associated with the identified r
jet, the remaining tracks and calorimetric clusters are
grouped into two hadronic jets using the Durham jet
algorithm [ IO]. For events with a transverse energy
imbalance less than 25 GeV and with 1cos&,J
>
0.55 for the polar angle of the missing momentum vector, the anguhx opening of the r jet must be smaher
than eight degrees. The invariant mass of the jet-jet
system must be iarger than 60 GeV and smaller than
100 GeV. The system of the r jet and the missing fourmomentum must have an invariant mass larger than
50 GeV and smaller than 110 GeV.
The distributionsof the sum of the electron (muon)
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Acoplanarity

llGeV1

Elapton fGeV1
Fig. 3. ~~s~b~ons
of variables used for the sefection of
efe- --+ qqwfy) events. fa) The sum of the electron (muon)
energy and the missing mo~nmm, I&,tOfl-t Pmissiq, used in the
selection for leptonic T decays. (b) The invariant mass of the
system of the 7 jet and the missing four-momentum, MIP.

Fig. 4. ~~~~~~~~s of variables used for the selection of
e’e- --s ~~~~(~) events. (a) The acop~~a~ty between the two
charged Ieptons. (bf The energy of the identified electron or muon
with highest energy, EtePlon,

energy and the missing momentum, and of the invarian&mass of the system of the 7 jet and the missing
four-momentum are shown in Fig. 3.
A total of twelve events are selected in the data,
two r -+ e events, three 7 -+ p events and seven
7 -+hadrons events. The selection efficiencies and the
background con~~but~ons are listed in Table 1. Systematic errors are evaluated as described at the end of
Sections 2.1 and 2.2. A total systematic error of 5%
on the measured cross section is obtained.

2.4.

e+e- ---t Cdv(y)

The event selection for the process e+e- -+
k&(y)
depends on whether the event contains
one or two identified electrons or muons, referred
to as lepton-jet and Iepton-lepton class. The selection for the lepton-jet class is the same as at fi =
161 GeV [ 11. For the lepton-lepton cla.~, the transverse energy must be at least 10 GeV and larger than
10% of the visible energy. The requirement of the
missing energy vector not pointing to the gap between
the ~l~tromagneti~ barrel and endcap calorimeter is
no longer necessary because of the use of a new electromagnetic calorimeter in that region 191. The sum
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of the energies of c~o~rne~ic clusters at low polar
angles, ( cos &luster1> 0.95, must be less than 5 GeV.
The distributions of the acoplanarity between the
two charged leptons and of the energy of the identified
electron or muon with highest energy are shown in
Fig. 4.
A total of nine events are selected in the data, five
events in the lepton-lepton class and four events in
the lepton-jet class. The selection efficiencies and the
background contributions are listed in Table 1. The signal efficiency and cross section is determined within
the following phase-space cuts: 1cosf?l < 0.96 for
both charged leptons, with energies larger than 15 GeV
and 5 GeV.
Systematic errors on the lepton identification are derived from a comparison of data versus Monte Carlo
using e+e- + e+!-(y) events as a control sample.
Systematic errors on efficiencies and accepted background cross sections are evaluated as described at the
end of Section 2.1. A total systematic error of 4% on
the measured cross section is obtained.
2.5. e+e- 3

qqqq(y)

The event selection for the process e+e- +
is similar to that at fi = 161 GeV [ 11. High
multiplicity events with visible energy, &is, larger
than 0.7& and longitudinal energy imbalance less
than 0.25&s are selected. Tracks and calorimetric
clusters are grouped into four jets. The Durham jetresolution parameter [ lo] at which the event changes
from a four-jet to a three-jet topology, I&, must be
larger than 0.0025 to enhance the four-jet signal. To
suppress q@y) background with hard radiative photons recorded in the detector, an event is rejected if it
contains an electromagnetic cluster with an energy of
more than 40 GeV, or if more than 50% of energy of
any jet is attributed to a single photon.
The selection accepts 92.3% of the ~
--+
qqqq(y)
signal while reducing the dominating q@ y)
background by a factor of 20. A total of 122 events
pass this selection. The determination of jet energies and angles is improved by a kinematic fit
imposing four-momentum conservation. Two pairs
of jets are formed with invariant masses Mi and
M2. The optimal jet-jet pairing maximising the sum
MI + Mz + min( Ml, M2) is chosen. This yields the
correct assignment of jets to W bosons for 76% of
qqqq(~)
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the selected signal events.
A neural network is trained to separate the signal
from the dominating q@ y) background. The input to
the network consists of ten variables: Y34,sphericity,
minimal and maximal jet energies, minimal jet cluster
multiplicity, sum and difference of the two W masses,
rn~irn~ acolline~ity between jets belonging to the
same W, minimal jet-jet angle, minimal mass of jets
when the event is reconstructed as a two-jet event. The
network is trained such that the output peaks at one
for the signal and at zero for the background.
The distributions of the jet resolution parameter Yj4,
the minimal jet-jet angle and the minimal and maximal
jet energies are shown in Fig. 5. In projection, these
four neural-network input variables show the largest
separation between the signal and the background. The
distribution of the neural-network output is shown in
Fig. 6.
The neural-network output distribution for data
events is fitted by a linear combination of neuralnetwork output distributions derived from Monte
Carlo simulations for signal and background [ 11.
The results of the fit correspond to a signal cross
section of 5.48’$,;: pb and a q# y) cross section
of 1282:; pb where the errors are statistical. The
measured qq(y) cross section is in good a~eement
with both our dedicated measurements of fermionpair cross sections [ 191 and with the Standard Model
value. As a cross check the signal cross section is determined by applying a cut on the output of the neural
network larger than 0.72. The selection efficiencies
and the background con~ibutions co~esponding to
this cut are listed in Table 1. A total of 61 events are
selected in the data, yielding a signal cross section of
5.57:t.i; pb.
The systematic error due to a discrepancy in the
four-jet event rate between the qq(y) data and the
Monte Carlo is estimated to be 2% by reweighting
qq(r)
Monte Carlo events as a function of y34. The
reweighting function is derived from a comparison between data and Monte Carlo of hadronic Z decays
collected at fi = 91 GeV. Systematic effects due to
Bose-Einstein correlations and fragmentation models
are estimated to be 2% by comparing different Monte
Carlo programs to simulate the signal. Detector calibration uncertainties and W-mass dependence lead to
an error of less than 2%. A total systematic error of
3% on the measured cross section is obtained.
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Table 2
selected data events, i&u, number of expected non-W back~ou~d events, &,a, and cross sections for the reactions e+e- --+
+qqm(y),e'e-fv&(y)
and efe- -+ qqqq(Y). For the qqqq signal, the numbers A&U and
Nbs correspond to a cut on the output of the neural network at 0.72. The qqqq cross section is obtained from a fit to the neural-network
output distribution as described in Section 2.5. For the qqeu and f%& signal, the cross sections within the phase-space cuts described in
the text, rr(cuts), are given in addition to the CC03 cross sections, CT{
CCO3). The first error is statistical and the second systematic. Also
shown are the CC03 ratios, rs~, and the CC03 cross sections, cask, as expected within the Standard Model.
bbnber

of

qqev(Y),e+e- -+ qqp(Y),e+e-

Process

o(

cuts)

Wl

o(CCO3)

TiM

tpbl

INi

19

0.64

2.22;;s

2.44+o.54
-0.55 i 0.07

14.6

1.81

e+e- --+ qqv(y)

9

0.38

-

L.06+".44
f 0.03
-0.36

14.6

1.81

e+e- + qqw(y)

12

2.12

-

160+“8’
-0.67f 0’08

14.6

1.81

-+ .!?u&v(
y)

9

0.34

1.87+“-7*
i
-0.58

c+e- -+ 4444(y)

61

12.6

-

e+e-

e+e-

-

wwt24

i 0.07

0.08

1.93+o.74
* 0 .08
-0.60

10.6

1.32

$.48+o=
-0.W i 0 . 17

45.6

5.67

sections contain significant contributions from processes not mediated by resonant W-pair production. In
order to determine W-pair cross sections also for these
final states the measured cross sections are scaled by
a multiplicative factor, fi. These conversion factors
are given by the ratio of the total CC03 cross section
and the four-fermion cross section within phase-space
cuts, and are calculated within the Standard Model using the EXCALIBUR [ 131 event generator. They are
determined to be 1.lO for the qqev( y) and 1.03 for
the Cv&( y) phase-space cuts, where the dependence
of the fi on mw is negligible. These cross sections are
also listed in Table 2.

l Data

: 0 M.C. signal
40 - H M.C. background

n.
0

Ok

014

016

Neural-Network

0:8

i

Output

Fig. 6. ~s~~tion
of the output of the neural network used in
the analysis of e+e- + qqqq(y) events.

3.Resdts
The fitting procedure to determine cross sections
of the five signal processes, W-decay branching fractions, the total W-pair cross section and the mass of
the W boson is described in detail in Ref. [ 11.
3.I. Signal cross sections
The cross sections, ai, of the five signal processes are determined simultaneously in a maximumlikelihood fit, using the number of selected events,
selection efficiencies and accepted background cross
sections as summarised in Tables 1 and 2. For the
e+e- -+ qqqq(r) process, the likelihood as a function of the signal cross section derived from the fit
to the neural-network output distribution described in
Section 2.5 is used.
The resulting cross sections including statistical
and systematic errors are listed in Table 2. The Standard Model agrees well with these results. Since the
efficiency matrix of Table 1 contains non-zero offdiagonal elements, the measured cross sections are
correlated. The largest correlations, - 13% and - 17%,
arise among the se~lepto~c channels between qq7v
and qqev and between qqw and qq,uv. All other correlations are smaller than 1% in magnitude and thus
negligible.
For the qqev(y) and &?v(y) final state the cross

3.2. W-decay branching fractions and W-pair cross
section
For the determination of the total CC03 production cross section of W-pairs, aww, the signal cross sections pi are replaced by the product
rigww or rigww/fi for the qqev( y) and Cv!v ( y)
final states. The ratios li are given in terms of
the W-decay branching fractions, B(W -+ qq) and
B(W --+ ev), as follows: r4q4q = [B(W --+ qq>]2,
r&v = 2B(W -+qq)B(W + &J), and reyey =
L1 - B(W --f qq)12,where the sum of the hadronic
and the three leptonic branching fractions is constrained to be unity. For the determination of Wdecay branching fractions the data collected at 4 =
161 GeV [I] are included.
The resulting total W-pair cross section and the
W-decay br~ching fractions including statistical and
systematic errors are listed in Table 3. They are determined both with and without the assumption of
chugs-cu~ent
lepton universality in W decays. The
W-decay branching fractions obtained for the individual leptons are in agreement with each other and
support this ~sumption. The branching fraction for
hadronic W decays is:
B(W --+ qq) = 64.2$$

(stat.) + 0.5 (syst.) % .
(1)

The accuracy on the W-decay branching fractions is
improved by more than a factor of two with respect to
our previous analysis [ I].
Within the Standard Model the branching fractions of the W boson depend on the six elements
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Table 3
W-decay branching fractions, B, and total W-pair cross section,
rrww. derived with and without the assumption of charged-current
leptonuniversality. 1~ the bottom part of the table, the measured
total W-pair cross section imposing Standard-Model W-decay
branching fractions is given. Also shown are the W-decay branching fractions I.51 and the total W-pair cross section as expected
in the Standard Model.
Lepton
non-universality

Lepton
universality

B(W -+ TY) [%I
B(W -+ &) [%I
S(W -+ qq) [%I

16.5+_33.7zt05
3.3
.
8.4f_21P,f0.3
10.9+fti$k0.5
64.2+_;*0.5

-

rrww lpbl

12.37f_‘;:‘,7,10.2312.40+_:_“,&0.23 12.43

Parameter

B(W -+ev)
B(W

“-5

PLY)

[%I
[WI

Parameter

oww

lpbl

I I .5+
60 . 2
--1.2
64 ’2”.7
-3.810.5.

Using SM W-decay
branching fractions
12.27:;;$tO.23

Standard
Model

10.8
67.5

Standard
Model
12.43

V,, of the Cabibbo-Kobay~i-M~kawa
quark mixing matrix Vim 1231 not involving the top quark,
In terms of these V, the branching fraction of
leptonic W decays is given by I/B(W -+ &J) =
3-i-31:1 -i-~~~us(m~)/a] C JV&$, whereru, isthestrong
coupling constant [ 51. The sensitivity is largest for
the dominant diagonal elements of Vcm. Since V&i
is known much more precisely than Vcs, it is most
useful to determine the latter. Using the current worldaverage values and errors of the other matrix elements
not assuming the unitarity of Vcm [243, the result is:

IV,,] = 0.82?$:

(stat.) rf: 0.02 (syst.) .

(2)

The statistical error includes the errors on LY,and the
other V, but is do~nat~ by the statistical error on
the W branching fractions. This result is of the same
precision as the current world average 1243.
In arder to obtain a more precise dete~nation
of
gw, the W-decay branching fractions from the Standard Mode1 are imposed, which are calculated including QCD and mass corrections [ 5 ] (Table 3). The
result for the total production cross section of W-pairs
at fi= 172.13f0.06GeV
[7] is:
uww = 12.27?:$

(stat.) rf: 0.23 (syst.) pb.

(3)

160

170

180

6 [GeV]
7. The
CMSS
section,
uww,
of
Fig.
the
process e+e- -+ WW -+ &E(y) as a function of the centre-of-muss
energy, 4. The rne~um~n~
of ww at fi = 161 GeV 1I 1
and at 4 = 172 GeV are shown as dots with error bars, combining statistical and systematic errors in quadrature. The solid curve
shows the Standard Model expectation. The dashed curve shows
the expectation if there is no ZWW coupling. The dotted curve
shows the expectation if only r-channel r+ exchange in W-pair
pr~uctian is considered.

The measurements of aww at fi = 161 GeV [ 1]
and at ,,,& = 172 GeV are compared to the Standard Model expectations in Fig. 7. The deviation to
pure t-channel v, exchange in W-pair production is
clearly visible, Both non-abelian s-channel diagrams
with triple-v~tor-boson couplings as expected within
the Standard Model are needed to get agreement with
the measurement presented here.
Within the Standard Model the W-pair cross section,
oww, depends on fi and the mass of the W boson,
mw. The sensitivity of cww to mw at 4 = 172 GeV
is reduced compared to that at ,,& = 161 GeV [25j.
The cross section measurement presented here yields
mw = SOS?\.: (stat.) f 0.3 (syst.) GeV. Combining
this new measurement with our previous result on mw
obtained from the cross section measurement at fi =
161 GeV [I] one finds mw = 80.78~~,~~ (exp.) f
0.03 (LEP) GeV. These results for mw are based on
total cross section measurements only. The mass of
the W boson as determined more precisely from the
invariant mass of the W decay products will be presented in a forthcoming publication [26].
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